
CHAPTER 13

Cases continued to increase. At Rob and Sam's university, the rector decided to suspend
classes because 30 students were already affected. Some companies had also decreed
temporary closure, taking advantage of employment adjustment plans to send their workers
home, since some of their employees had been infected. Although the number of cases
continued to increase little by little, fear spread like an uncontrollable plague. People were
wearing masks on the street, some people even wearing full protective suits. Although the
transmission vector was actually unknown for sure.

Eva and Maya continued to go to class as long as their schools were open, but it was
rumored that they would soon close as well, as did the polytechnic. The teachers took the
opportunity to prepare material in case of a lockdown and had to teach classes virtually. So
Maya and Eva had extra work to turn in assignments for all of their subjects. For this reason
they no longer met every day, but they tried to see each other as much as they could.

Four days after his mutation, they tried to connect with Rob. Her mother sent a message to
Eva explaining that he was not mentally prepared to talk to anyone. He had been very
affected. But her mother insisted that he should talk to her friends.

"Rob!" Eva began “How are you? Are you feeling better?"
Rob, it only showed his bust, and his room was closed with the blinds closed and a very
gloomy atmosphere.
"I.. I'm fine, guys" he replied without much encouragement
"What have the doctors said?" Mayan asked
“Well… They say I'm fine, I'm healthy. My body… well, what's left of it, it's… functional, and I
don't have… How did they say it? complications arising from bodily alteration. The cretins…”
"But how do you feel, bro?" Said Sam
"Well, it's not easy to assume that your life has gone to shit, you know?"
“Rob, don't talk like that. Everything will be fine. It's a matter of time, you'll end up getting
used to it, and your life doesn't have to become as bad as you're imagining" Eva said trying
to encourage him

"And what the hell do you know? You haven't turned into a giant dick, have you??” Rob said
very angry… They all remained silent, but then he continued “Sorry, Eva. You are the one
who has treated me best, you don't deserve it. It's just… I feel frustrated. I don't see the
positive side of this, to be honest."
Rob wasn't crying, but he was really terrified.

“Rob, you know we'll be with you. We already did it with Maya, with you it won't be any
different” Said Sam “Besides, you can't sink now, the Blackbears Clan has surpassed us in
more than 3500 points!”
“How?’ those one-armed?? Damn, I'm 4 days away and everything goes to shit!" Now he
really did look upset.

"Rob, how do you carry your extra arms?" Mayan asked



"Well, here they are" He said raising the 6 arms at the same time "you will know, it is not
easy to make the movements independent, but I feel that I will be able to do it based on
practice"
“Yes, it is a matter of practice. I'm still unskillful with them."

Eva listened with deep envy and frustration as her two friends discussed the details of
having extra arms.
“Rob, and the rest…?” Eva said shyly
"The rest…. You mean the giant penis?" Said Rob dismissively “My mother has made me a
kind of huge sock. I can't go around with that on the air all day. I think she dislikes it more
than me. But, I can't skip it, you've already seen it. I am 50% cock.” She said sarcastically, as
he used to be.

Eva swallowed hard remembering the size. A thousand questions ran through her head, like
if it was functional, what it would be like when it was erect, if it could ejaculate, he would
need help to masturbate him... but it wasn't the moment. She had to make a great effort to
contain herself.

"But then how do you get around?" Maya asked.
“My mother has got me a wheelchair, but everything becomes very complicated. Damn I'm a
fucking cripple... I know I've never been an athlete, but... it's frustrating not being able to
move how I want” Rob was starting to feel overwhelmed, so he radically changed the subject
"And how have things been these days?" asked Rob.

They talked about the state of things, the mutated cases, fear in general, that they were
about to declare the state of alarm... And then the conversation already led to aspects of the
game in which they had just lost 1st place.

The days passed, and Rob seemed to be slowly getting used to his new body a little faster
than Maya. He even gave some details, and commented on some aspects that made one
think that little by little, he was in a better mood.

Maya and Eva discussed it when they met to study. Especially Maya, who was so shocked
by his own mutation. In comparison it seemed that Rob was handling it a little better than
herself, despite the fact Rob's mutation seemed a bit more drastic.
“And how will he move? My God, he'll have to go crawling, won't he? Said Maya visibly
worried

"Yes, I think so, but 6 arms... wow, I'm sure they'll be useful, to crawl and all that" Eva replied
“And…” Maya asked, looking at her out of the corner of her eye, “What did you think of her
mutation? What do you think of it?”
"What are you talking about?" Eva said distracted with her work
"Well… from what you told me, it must have impacted you, in a… special way, right?" Maya
said.

Eva looked up from her laptop at Maya, heat started rising up her neck.
"I... yes, of course... his mutation is very... aggressive yes." She said she shyly
Maya turned to face Eva directly.



"Come on, Eva, you know exactly what I mean."
Eva looked at her red as a tomato without answering
"After knowing everything you told me, I'm sure it has impacted you... but in a different way
than me or Sam, right?"

Eva kept looking at her without knowing what to answer.
"Well... well, yes... I found it... incredible." Eva said totally blushing
“But what… what do you find so… amazing?” Maya said wanting to understand

"Well... imagine, with a penis like that... how should he feel?" Eva paused. A mental image of
Rob's body began to form in her head… “When he gets a boner…he's going to freak out. I
mean, I don't know for sure, but I think that the bigger the size, the more pleasure, and the
more quantity, I imagine that he will also... need help to masturbate, but it will be brutal if he
ejaculate, and his original penis has also grown a lot, he will be able to self-satisfy easily,
which will help him...”

Eva stopped suddenly, she had gotten carried away. Blushing, she looked at Maya very
embarrassed, who was hearing Eva with her eyes wide open.
"Wow... I certainly hadn't... seen it like that." Maya said.

Eva didn't know where to go, but she saw some interest in Maya, contrary to the rejection
she would have imagined.
"I...sorry, I got carried away"
“No, don't apologize… if I'm honest, similar things have crossed my mind too. Let's see, it's
horrible what happened to him, and how his life is going to be restricted, but... God, it's
something gigantic and... well, I..." Maya needed to express something but she didn't know
how to do it "let's say that, my point of view has changed a bit.” Maya was a little nervous.
“Having experienced… you know, how one of these feels, seeing what Rob has become
gives him a rough picture of what he can feel…”

Maya looked like she was fantasizing about Rob, she was staring at the ceiling as if
daydreaming. Eva knew perfectly well what she was referring to, because she had also
imagined it. But unlike Maya, she couldn't know what she was feeling, which caused her
tremendous frustration.

“And…how do you think Rob will feel about it?” Eva said taking advantage of the fact that
Maya had her guard down. She looked at her doubtfully, she was still a little embarrassed to
talk about these things.

"Well I do not know. I… I imagine it must be amazing. If size means more intensity, it must
be awesome.” Maya blushed a little and stopped talking.
"Don't worry, you don't have to go on if you feel uncomfortable" Eva hoped she wouldn't pay
attention to her "but you know I'm interested in knowing these things"
“Yeah, well… the truth is… my God, Eva can't stop thinking about it. something in me has
changed, because I was not like that, you know it…”



"I guess, having those things, and so many, makes your point of view change" she Said
pointing to one of her penises between the back legs that she was trying to get out over her
long skirt
"oh shit... again..." Maya said annoyed
"Don't worry, it's normal, you know... if you want we can change the subject..." Eva said
knowing that she would feel uncomfortable

“No, don't worry, I'm starting to get used to it. If I had to stop doing something just because
one of these things got like this, I wouldn't be able to do anything all day." She adjusted the
skirt and ignored the penis that was erect "So, how tall do you think her original penis is
now?"
"Well, I'd say erect, it must be twice yours..." Eva said making a gesture with her hands "I'm
sure he can... put it in her mouth without much effort"
"Well, that's not that complicated..." Maya didn't finish her sentence, realizing what she had
just said.

"What??" Eva asked surprised "Have you... tried it already?"
“Eva!...” Maya said embarrassed again “...ehm... yes... the other day” Eva gestured for her to
continue “I tried this one... or it was this one? I do not remember. I had to spread my breasts
to get there, but…damn they're big too! and the truth is, yes, i can reach it without a problem”
Even though she was ashamed to say what she was saying, but she could no longer hide
anything from Eva, and somehow, seeing Eva's reaction, she came to feel in some way,
proud.

“Wow… that must be amazing. I wish I could experience it too” Eva said almost drooling
“Not everything is so pretty, Eva, I already told you. But yes. The truth is that when I play
with them… it's brutal.”
There were already 3 erect penises at this time
"And... of course, the eight vaginas..."
"You already know how it is... I'm not going to explain how it feels"
"Yeah, but I only have one.!” Eva didn't want to, but she sounded sad with this statement.
Maya could only shrug, specifically with their four.

“Well, they feel independent, really. but I can only… use 4 at a time, you know…”
"If you want, I can..." Eva said, but her embarrassment didn't let her finish the sentence.
They were both completely blushing. Both wanted exactly the same thing, but neither dared
to take the first step. 5 penises were already erect, and Maya could feel precum trickling
down her thighs. Eva's panties were also soaked. Finally it was Maya who couldn't resist
anymore.

"You may…?"
Maya started to lift her skirt, exposing one of her big penises. Which made Eva's eyes widen
again. Although she had seen them 100 times, they still impressed her. While Maya
uncovered her charms with her two lower hands, she covered her face with her upper ones
as if embarrassed.

“Are… sure you want? You don't care anymore that… you know, we're friends and all that?”
Eva said still with some doubt.



"Eva... it won't be the first time"
“Yes, but it's the first in a… consensual and conscious way”
“You just promise me it's not going to get out of here. I would feel embarrassed if anyone
found out. But I need it. And I can't think of anyone better than you."
"So does that make us lesbians?" Eva said, approaching slowly and unbuttoning the buttons
of her blouse.

"Nope! not at all... we're just two friends, who help each other, right? we don't have any…
relationship” He said of her, also taking off her blouse with her upper hands, while her lower
ones continued to uncover penises one after another.

"So... this is just one friend helping another, right?" She said grabbing a penis with one hand,
while the other reached under her testicles "there's...nothing wrong with this, right?" Her
hand found her vagina, and she began to caress her lips, wetting her fingers and finding her
clit easily. She began to caress as well as she knew she should do. She coordinated this
with getting into her mouth the penis that she was holding and which she began to
masturbate.

Maya closed her eyes, throwing her head back, using all four of her hands to lift her 4 large
breasts. She took one of her upper breasts into her mouth, and began to lick her own nipple
lost in a sea of   pleasure.

Just a few seconds later, Maya suddenly ejaculated inside Eva's mouth, who, surprised,
coughed a little, letting semen fall from the corner of her lips.
"Maya! Let me know in advance!... ”she said between laughs
“Ex… Excuse me! I don't know what happened to me, I could hardly control myself…”
"I think that often happens to guys too" She said as she wiped her mouth a little.

"Well, but boys can't do this..." She said as she took another erect penis with one hand and
directed it towards Eva's mouth.
But Eva got up, and she took off all the clothes she was wearing, leaving herself completely
naked. Maya got excited, she didn't know why, but her naked friend excited her a lot. She
had seen her naked before, but she had never felt that way before. Was it because she now
had boy parts??

Eva approached, putting both legs between two of Maya, leaving one of her erect penises
rubbing her groin. Maya was as excited as she was scared. This was a big step, but she was
worried, maybe it was too big?
"Are you sure…?" Said Maya worried.

"I've never been so excited." Saying this, her hand took his penis and guided it between her
vaginal lips, easily finding her own entrance, and lowering her hips, penetrating with his
penis to depths where never before, no one had come yet. The thickness, the length, the
texture, it was better than she had ever felt before. And Maya, giving a little scream, also
showed that it was an incredible experience. She had never penetrated anyone, and for her
it was glorious!



“Fuck, Eva…this is…amazing!! Now I understand why guys are so horny all the time!”
Several of Maya's hands went down looking for several vaginas, which she began to
masturbate. While Eva took the two penises that were on both sides of her. Together they
began to masturbate as much as they could, while Eva's hips moved up and down. Maya's
breasts rubbed all over Eva's torso, including her small breasts by comparison.

The sensation was too intense, and Maya couldn't control anything in her body anymore.
She was sitting on a stool, and she could barely keep her spine upright. Then a penis began
to ejaculate, which caused the orgasm of the connected vagina. Then another penis. Then
another vagina, then the penis that was inside Eva, began to notice that she was about to
explode. Eva noticed it somehow, she began to move her hip with more violence. Her hands
did not stop masturbating the two penises that she had caught, until they also ejaculated,
and finally the penis that was inside her also exploded. The vaginas also suffered their
respective orgasms in an orgy of pleasure that neither Maya nor Eva had felt before.

The two ended up embracing, with Maya still inside Eva, while little by little, their penises
went limp.
“My God… Maya… it has been the best… experience of my life!” Eva said still breathing
violently
"You ... you cannot imagine what this has been..." Maya said, completely satisfied "in the
end... you're going to be right... and this isn't going to be so bad..."
Eva smiled at Maya, but deep down she still felt a great envy. But now she had enjoyed her
friend's body like never before, and even better, she was sure it wouldn't be the last time.
"I... I told you..."
"Thank you, Eva..." She said sincerely, looking into her eyes
"Thank you…"
After a few intense seconds, Maya said
"I don't rule out having to repeat it another day..."

Eva laughed, nodding her head as she stood up and pulled his penis out of her. Maya got up
too, this time with all her flaccid penises hanging out. She was still a shocking image that
kept driving Eva crazy. And talking about this, had Rob's mutation really motivated Maya?
Without any doubt the mutations were changing their lives drastically. But Rob would give
them even more surprises...


